
EQUIVARIANT LAGRANGIAN FLOER HOMOLOGY VIA
MULTIPLICATIVE FLOW TREES

GUILLEM CAZASSUS

Abstract. We provide constructions of equivariant Lagrangian Floer
homology groups, by constructing and exploiting an A8-module struc-
ture on the Floer complex.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background. Equivariant homology of a G-space X is a rich invariant
that is usually better behaved than the homology of the quotient, when the
action is not free.

Likewise, if a symplectic manifold M admits a Lie group action, one can
define equivariant versions of Floer homology [Fra04, Woo11, SS10, HLS16,
HLS20a, BH21, CH17, HLS20b, KLZ19, LLL24] (see for example [Caz24] for
a more detailed account of the existing approaches).

In particular, for a pair of Lagrangians L0, L1 in a symplectic manifold
with an action of a Lie group, the first construction of equivariant Lagrangian
Floer homology appeared in [HLS20b]. Compared to other approaches, this
one is of algebraic nature, and relies on advanced constructions from the
theory of p8, 1q-categories.

This work was funded by EPSRC grant reference EP/T012749/1, the Simons Collab-
oration grant no. 994320, and the ERC-SyG project ReNewQuantum.
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In this paper, we provide another construction. It is similar in nature
with [HLS20b], in that our contruction relies on an algebraic action of G
on the (non-equivariant) Floer complex CF pL0, L1q. Though, the algebraic
tools involved are comparatively simpler, and perhaps more standard to the
symplectic topology community. While in [HLS20b] the algebraic object
associated with G is a simplicial nerve, we instead use the Morse complex
of G, endowed with a certain A8-algebra structure built from the group
multiplication.

On the other side of the Atiyah-Floer conjecture, namely instanton gauge
theory, Miller Eismeier [Eis23] also constructed several versions of equivari-
ant Floer homology groups. Exploiting a dga action on the Floer complex,
he produced Borel, co-Borel and Tate homology groups, by applying some
Bar constructions he developped.

1.2. Statement of results.

Theorem 1.1. Under certain assumptions (see Section 4.1), if a compact
Lie group G acts by symplectomorphisms on a symplectic manifold M , and
L0, L1 Ă M is a pair of G-invariant Lagrangians, then:

‚ the Morse complex CM˚pGq can be endowed with an A8-algebra
structure,

‚ the Floer complex CF pL0, L1q is an A8-module over the former A8-
algebra.

Transposing [Eis23, App. A] to the A8 setting, we then obtain:

Theorem 1.2. For a certain dga AG associated to G, we construct four dg
modules respectively refered to as the Borel, co-Borel, twisted Borel, and Tate
complexes:

(1.1) CF`
G pL0, L1q, CF´

G pL0, L1q, ĄCF
`

GpL0, L1q, CF8
G pL0, L1q.

Furthermore, the three later fit into a short exact sequence of dg modules,
inducing a long exact sequence of H˚pAGq-modules in homology.

Remark 1.3. Following [Eis23], the dga AG should be equivalent to C˚pBGq,
and the twisted version ĄCF

`

GpL0, L1q to CF`
G pL0, L1q, we will address these

two points later.

1.3. Informal outline. The starting point of our construction is the fol-
lowing observation. Let X be a smooth compact manifold, acted on by a Lie
group G. By definition, its equivariant homology is given by the homology
of its homotopy quotient:

HG
˚ pXq “ H˚pX ˆG EGq.

It follows from Gugenheim and May’s work [GM74] that this can be rewrit-
ten as the homology of a (derived) tensor product of C˚pGq-modules:

HG
˚ pXq “ H˚pC˚pXq bC˚pGq C˚pEGqq.

It is tempting to define equivariant Lagrangian Floer homology by a sim-
ilar formula. Namely, for a pair of Lagrangians L0, L1 in a symplectic G-
manifold M , one would like to define

(1.2) HFGpL0, L1q “ pCF pL0, L1q bC˚pGq C˚pEGqq.
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In order to do so, one needs an action of C˚pGq on CF pL0, L1q: this is what
we aim to construct.

Consider Morse homology first: pick Morse functions f : G Ñ R and
h : X Ñ R. From the homotopy transfer theorem we know that the dg
algebra and module structures of C˚pGq and C˚pXq induce respectively A8-
algebra and A8-module structures on the Morse complexes CMpG, fq and
CMpX,hq. Though, it is instructive to construct such structures explicitly,
in order to transpose them to the Floer setting.

At the homology level, these become the algebra and module structures
induces by the multiplications and action maps

mG : G ˆ G Ñ G,(1.3)
mX : G ˆ X Ñ X.(1.4)

Therefore, to define the A8-operations

µ2
G : CMpG, fq b CMpG, fq Ñ CMpG, fq,(1.5)

µ
1|1
X : CMpG, fq b CMpX,hq Ñ CMpX,hq,(1.6)

a natural choice to consider are the Morse chain pushforwards of mG and
mX [KM07, Sec. 2.8], i.e. by counting grafted lines as in Figure 1 (see
also [ADE14], and [Caz24, Sec. 3.2] for the grafted line point of view). By

Figure 1. On the left, “grafted Morse flow lines” inducing
the pushforwards of mG and mX . On the right, their corre-
sponding “multiplicative Y’s”.

unfolding the components in the product parts, these can alternatively be
viewed as “multiplicative Y’s”, as on the right of Figure 1. For example, the
bottom right picture represents a triple of flowlines

γ1 : p´8, 0s Ñ G,(1.7)
γ2 : p´8, 0s Ñ X,(1.8)
γ3 : r0,`8q Ñ X,(1.9)

limiting to given input and output critical points at the ends, and satisfying
the condition

(1.10) γ1p0q ¨ γ2p0q “ γ3p0q.

These operations are not strictly associative in general, but they are up
to homotopy. And the homotopies are given by counting flow trees with
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3 inputs, as in Fukaya’s construction [Fuk93], except that vertices involve
multiplicatve conditions (1.10) as opposed to γ1p0q “ γ2p0q “ γ3p0q, see
Figure 2 for µ

2|1
X : CMpG, fqb2 b CMpX,hq Ñ CMpX,hq, which measures

the defect of associativity of µ1|1
X .

Figure 2. Trees involved in µ
2|1
X .

More generally, the operations µk
G and µ

k|1
X can be defined analogously, by

counting similar trees with respectively k and k ` 1 inputs.
We will construct these operations in Section 3, and prove that they satisfy

the A8-relations.
Going from Morse to Floer theory, flowlines in G and X respectively

become holomorphic strips in T ˚G and T ˚X, grafted lines become quilted
strips, and multiplicative trees become “pseudo-holomorphic foams” as in
Figure 3.

Figure 3. Pseudo-holomorphic foams, Floer-theoretic coun-
terparts of multiplicative trees.

Remark 1.4. Foams are generalizations of quilts [WW09], in quilt language
these consist in several “patches” (pseudo-holomorphic curves) “seamed” to-
gether along Lagrangian multi-correspondences (i.e. Lagrangian submani-
folds of products of several symplectic manifolds). These can be represented
as singular surfaces, and we call them foams in analogy of the ones appear-
ing in [Kup96, Kho04, KM19], though they are very different mathematical
objects (in particular they do not correspond to singular surface in a given
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ambient manifold. Likewise, our multiplicative trees don’t look like actual
trees in an ambient manifold.

Observe here that T ˚X can be replaced by mostly any Hamiltonian G-
manifold M (subject to standard Floer-theoretic assumptions). Indeed, re-
call that the action and moment maps can be encoded in Weinstein’s La-
grangian correspondence

ΛGpMq Ă T ˚G ˆ M´ ˆ M(1.11)

“

!

ppq, pq,m,m1q : m1 “ qm, R˚
q´1p “ µpmq

)

,

which is the relevant seam condition for the foams we would consider.
Observe finally that if one shrinks the strips in T ˚G back to flowlines in

G while keeping strips in M (i.e. by taking the Morse function on G smaller
and smaller), one ends up with a “hybrid tree” as in Figure 4. These are
collections of flowlines in G and strips in M , for which the seam conditions
between G and M become

(1.12) γp0q ¨ u´p0, tq “ u´p0, tq ; 0 ď t ď 1.

The advantage of hybrid trees is that the action need not be Hamiltonian

Figure 4. A hybrid tree. The red flowline should touch
every point of the green seam, but this is difficult to draw.

anymore, therefore we will use them instead of foams.
We therefore obtain an A8-module structure on CF pL0, L1q over the A8-

algebra CMpG, fq, and can define versions of equivariant Floer Homology,
by replacing formula (1.2) by the appropriate Bar constructions.

Acknowledgments. This project greatly benefitted from conversations with
Artem Kotelskiy, Paul Kirk, Mike Miller Eismeier and Wai-Kit Yeung, who
declined authorship but deserve some credit. Special thanks to Mike Miller
Eismeier for patiently explaining his constructions.

We would also like to thank Paolo Ghiggini for pointing out a subtlety in
an earlier attempt to transversality, and Fabian Haiden, Kristen Hendrick,
Dominic Joyce, Ciprian Manolescu, Thibaut Mazuir, Alex Ritter, Sucharit
Sarkar and Chris Woodward for helpful conversations.
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2. Algebraic constructions

Throughout this paper we work over the field k “ F2 for simplicity, and
with ungraded complexes, but most of it should hold over more general
rings, such as Z, or Novikov rings. Our goal is to construct, starting with an
A8-algebra A and a left A8-module M , the four complexes

(2.1) C`
A pMq, C´

A pMq, rC`
A pMq, C8

A pMq

called respectively the Borel, co-Borel, twisted Borel and Tate complexes.
Applying these constructions to A “ CMpGq and M “ CF pL0, L1q will

give four versions of equivariant Lagrangian Floer complexes

(2.2) CF`
G pL0, L1q, CF´

G pL0, L1q, ĄCF
`

GpL0, L1q, CF8
G pL0, L1q.

We essentially follow Miller Eismeier [Eis23, Appendix A] with minor ad-
justments, including:

‚ We work in the A8-setting, as opposed to the differential graded one,
‚ In [Eis23], Miller Eismeier uses Bar constructions reduced with re-

spect to an augmentation. In our setting, A is not strictly unital
(though it should be homotopy unital), therefore we work with unre-
duced constructions, which should be equivalent.

2.1. The Bar construction. We recall some basic definitions about A8algebras.
For readability, we write Ak for Abk, and pa1, . . . , akq for a1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ak.

Definition 2.1. An A8-algebra A is a vector space over k with a collection
of operations

(2.3) µA “ pµ1
A, µ

2
A, . . .q; µk

A : Ak Ñ A

satisfying the A8-relations:

@k ě 1, @a1, . . . , ak P A,(2.4)

0 “
ÿ

k`1“k1`k2;1ďiďk1

µk1
A pa1, . . . , ai´1, µ

k2
A pai, . . . , ai`k2q, ai`k2`1, . . . , akq.

This can be understood graphically as in Figure 5.

Figure 5. The A8-relations for A8-algebras.

Such a structure can be encoded in a chain complex
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Definition 2.2. Let A be a vector space over k. Let BA stand for the tensor
coalgebra

(2.5) BA “
à

kě0

Ak,

with coproduct

∆: BA Ñ BA b BA,(2.6)

pa1, . . . , akq ÞÑ

k
ÿ

i“0

pa1, . . . , aiq b pai`1, . . . , akq.

Any family of maps pµ1, µ2, . . .q of the form µk : Ak Ñ A, seen as a single
map µ : BA Ñ A, uniquely extends as a coalgebra morphism

(2.7) ÝÑµ : BA Ñ BA.

Furthermore, µ satisfies the A8-relations if and only if ÝÑµ 2 “ 0. In this case,
BA is a dg coalgebra.

Definition 2.3. Let pA,µAq be an A8-algebra. A left A8-module N is a
k-vector space equipped with a collection of maps

(2.8) µN “ pµ
0|1
N , µ

1|1
N , . . .q; µ

k|1
N : Ak b N Ñ N

satisfying A8-relations similar to those of A (see Figure 6):

@k ě 0, @a1, . . . , ak P A,n P N(2.9)

0 “
ÿ

k“k1`k2;1ďiďk1`1

µ
k1|1
N pa1, . . . , ai´1, µpai, . . .q, . . . , ak, nq,

where the inner µ either stands for µ
k2|1
N or µk2`1

A , depending on whether
i “ k1 ` 1 or not.

Likewise, a right A8-module M is a k-vector space with a collection of
maps µ

1|k
M : M b Ak Ñ M satisfying similar relations.

Figure 6. The A8-relations for A8-modules.

These structures can also be encoded in a chain complex.
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Definition 2.4. Let pC, µAq be an A8-algebra, and let pM,µM q, pN,µN q

be respectively a right and a left A8-module. Let their Bar complex be the
chain complex

(2.10) BpM,A,Nq “ M b BA b N,

equipped with the differential defined by (see Figure 7)
(2.11)

Bpm, a1, . . . , ak, nq “
ÿ

k1,k2,k3

pm, a1, . . . , ak1 , µp. . .q, ak1`k2`1, . . . , ak, nq

where k “ k1 ` k2 ` k3, with
‚ k1, k3 ě ´1, but not both equal to ´1,
‚ k2 ě 1 is the number of inputs of the inner µ, which stands either

for µ
1|k2´1
M , µk2

A or µ
k2´1|1
N .

It follows from the A8-relations that B2 “ 0.
The analogous operation of the coproduct of BA is

(2.12) ∆BpM,A,Nq : BpM,A,Nq Ñ BpM,A, kq b Bpk,A,Nq,

with k standing respectively for the trivial left and right A8 A-module. It
follows that BpM,A, kq (resp. Bpk,A,Nq) is a right (resp. left) dg-comodule
over BA.

Figure 7. The differential of BpM,A,Nq.

We can now define the Borel complex of a left A-module M by

(2.13) C`
A pMq “ Bpk,A,Mq,

which is a left dg-comodule over BA.

2.2. The cobar construction. The following is the dual notion of an A8-
algebra

Definition 2.5. An A8-coalgebra A is a vector space over k with a collection
of operations

(2.14) δC “ pδ1C , δ
2
C , . . .q; δkC : C Ñ Ck

satisfying the A8-relation dual to (2.4):

@k ě 1, 0 “
ÿ

k`1“k1`k2;1ďiďk1

pidbi´1
C b δk2C b idbk1´i

C q ˝ δk1C .
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Example 2.6. If A is an A8-algebra, let C “ A˚ “ HomkpA, kq. It inherits
an A8-coalgebra structure δC dual to µA defined by

(2.15)
A

δkCpcq, pa1, . . . , akq

E

“

A

c, µk
Apak, . . . , a1q

E

.

Notice that we identify duals of tensor products following the rule

(2.16) pA b Bq˚ » B˚ b A˚.

Figure 8. The A8-coalgebra structure on C “ A˚.

As for A8-algebras, there is a chain complex associated with an A8-
coalgebra.

Definition 2.7. Let C be a vector space over k. Let ΩC stand for the
algebra

(2.17) ΩC “
ź

lě0

C l,

with product

Π: ΩC b ΩC Ñ ΩC,(2.18)

pc1, . . . , clq b pc1
1, . . . , c

1
l1q ÞÑ pc1, . . . , cl, c

1
1, . . . , c

1
l1q.

A family of maps δ “ pδ1, . . .q of the form δk : C Ñ Ck, seen as a single map
δ : C Ñ ΩC, uniquely extends as an algebra morphism

(2.19) ÝÑ
δ : ΩC Ñ ΩC.

Furthermore, δ satisfies the A8-relations if and only if ÝÑ
δ

2
“ 0. In this case,

ΩC is a dg algebra.

Example 2.8. If C “ A˚ is the dual of an A8-algebra, then ΩC » pBAq˚.

Definition 2.9. Let pC, δCq be an A8-coalgebra. A left A8-comodule N is
a k-vector space equipped with a collection of maps

(2.20) δN “ pδ
0|1
N , δ

1|1
N , . . .q; δ

k|1
N : N Ñ Ck b N

satisfying A8-relations similar to those of A:

@k ě 1, 0 “
ÿ

k“k1`k2;1ďiďk1`1

pidbi´1
C b δ b idbk1´i´1

C b idN q ˝ δ
k1|1
N ,
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where the inner δ either stands for δ
k2|1
N or δk2`1

C , depending on whether
i “ k1 ` 1 or not.

Likewise, a right A8-comodule M is a k-vector space with a collection of
maps δ

1|k
M : M Ñ M b Ck satisfying similar relations.

Figure 9. The A8-relations for A8-comodules.

Example 2.10. If M is a left (resp. right) A8-module over A, then it is also
a left (resp. right) A8-comodule over C “ A˚.

As for A8-modules, These structures can also be encoded in a chain com-
plex:

Definition 2.11. Let pC, δCq be an A8-coalgebra, and let pM, δM q, pN, δN q

be respectively right and left A8-comodules. Let their cobar complex be the
chain complex

(2.21) ΩpM,C,Nq “ M b ΩC b N,

with differential B “
ś

lě0 Bl given by

Blpm, c1, . . . , ck, nq “
ÿ

0ďiďk`1

pm, c1, . . . , δpciq, . . . , ck, nq(2.22)

P M b C l b N

where

(2.23) δpciq “

$

’

&

’

%

δ
1|l´k
M pmq if i “ 0

δl´k`1
C pciq if 1 ď i ď k

δ
1|l´k
N pnq if i “ k ` 1

It follows from the A8-relations that B2 “ 0.
The operation analogous to the poduct of ΩC is

(2.24) ΠΩpM,C,Nq : ΩpM,C, kq b Ωpk,C,Nq Ñ ΩpM,C,Nq,

with k standing respectively for the trivial left and right A8 C-comodule. It
follows that ΩpM,C, kq (resp. Ωpk,C,Nq) is a right (resp. left) dg-module
over ΩC.

Remark 2.12. The construction ΩpM,C,Nq is dual to BpM,A,Nq in the
sense that

(2.25) BpM,A,Nq˚ » ΩpN˚, A˚,M˚q.
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Remark 2.13. In [Eis23], Miller Eismeier defines his cobar construction as
cBpM,A,Nq “ HomApBpM,A, kq, Nq for an A8-algebra A and a pair M,N
of right A8-modules. This corresponds to our ΩpN˚, A˚,Mq.

We can now define the co-Borel complex of a left A-module M by

(2.26) C´
A pMq “ Ωpk,A˚,Mq,

which, as C`
A pMq, is a left dg-module over ΩA˚ (and dually a left dg-

comodule over BA). Its differential B´ “ B
´
1 ` B

´
2 is drawn in Figure 10.

Figure 10. The two contributions to the differential of C´
A pMq.

2.3. The Tate complex. For a G-space X, equivariant Borel and co-Borel
homology respectively correspond to the homology of the homotopy quotient
and the homotopy fixed points (which is a spectrum). Removing the word
"homotopy", the fixed point set is included in the quotient. So one can
consider the cone of this inclusion, and form a third homology group that
will make the inclusion fit into a long exact sequence. This is roughly what
Tate homology is supposed to be (though this is oversimplifying). It turns
out that Tate homology usually enjoys nice properties, which makes the
whole package more computable.

The actual homotopy construction is slightly more involved, and defining
this inclusion map (the norm map) involves twisting the Borel construction
by a dualizing object. To implement this, we follow [Eis23] construction,
and adapt it to the A8 setting.

These constructions are best understood in the language of A8 bimodules.
There are several kinds of these (see Figure 11):

Definition 2.14. Let A1, A2 be two A8-algebras, and C1, C2 two A8-
coalgebras.

‚ An pA1, A2q-bimodule M is a vector space with a collection of oper-
ations

(2.27) µ
k1|1|k2
M : Ak1

1 b M b Ak2
2 Ñ M

‚ An pC1, C2q-bimodule M is a vector space with a collection of oper-
ations

(2.28) δ
l1|1|l2
M : M Ñ C l1

1 b M b C l2
2
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‚ An pA1, C2q-bimodule M is a vector space with a collection of oper-
ations

(2.29) ν
k1|1|l2
M : Ak1

1 b M Ñ M b C l2
2

‚ An pC1, A2q-bimodule M is a vector space with a collection of oper-
ations

(2.30) χ
l1|1|k2
M : M b Ak2

2 Ñ C l1
1 b M

All these should satisfy the appropriate A8-relations, best explained graph-
ically in Figures 12 and 13.

Figure 11. The four kinds of A8-bimodules.

Figure 12. The A8-relations for pA1, A2q-bimodules.

Following Morita theory, it is helpful to think about bimodules as mor-
phism between A8-algebras or A8-coalgebras. The Bar and cobar construc-
tions then give a way to compose them:

Proposition 2.15. (Composition of A8-bimodules) Let G1, G2, G3 stand
for either A8-algebras or A8-coalgebras, let M be a pG1, G2q-bimodule and
N be a pG2, G3q-bimodule. Then,

‚ if G2 is an A8-algebra, then BpM,G2, Nq is a pG1, G3q-bimodule,
‚ if G2 is an A8-coalgebra, then ΩpM,G2, Nq is a pG1, G3q-bimodule.

Example 2.16. An A8-algebra A is an pA,Aq-bimodule.
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Figure 13. The A8-relations for pA1, C2q-bimodules.

Example 2.17. An pA1, A2q-bimodule is also an pA˚
1 , A2q-bimodule and an

an pA1, A
˚
2q-bimodule.

From these two observations we get:

Definition 2.18. Let A be an A8-algebra, its dualizing bimodule DpAq is
A, seen as an pA˚, Aq-bimodule.

This bimodule can be used for twisting the definition of the Borel complex.

Definition 2.19. Let M be a left A8-module over an A8-algebra A, the
twisted Borel complex is the dg ΩC-module defined as

rC`
A pMq “ BpDpAq, A,Mq(2.31)

“
à

kě0

ź

lě0

C l b A b Ak b M.(2.32)

In the pictures, we will color strands corresponding to C l, A, Ak and M
respectively in green, orange, red and blue.

The differential of this complex can be decomposed in four contributions

(2.33) rB` “ rB
`
1 ` rB

`
2 ` rB

`
3 ` rB

`
4 ,

as drawn in Figure 14.

Figure 14. The four contributions to the differential of rC`
A pMq.

To define the fourth complex, consider the following map.
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Definition 2.20. The norm map

(2.34) NM : rC`
A pMq Ñ C´

A pMq

is defined by combining all the maps

(2.35) Nk,l
l1 : C l b A b Ak b M Ñ C l1 b M

drawn in Figure 15.

Figure 15. The maps Nk,l
l1 contributing to NM .

Proposition 2.21. The norm map NM is ΩC-equivariant, and commutes
with the differentials B´,rB` of C´

A pMq and rC`
A pMq.

Proof. The fact that NM is ΩC-equivariant is straightforward, and is ex-
plained in Figure 16.

Figure 16. The norm NM commutes with the ΩC-module structures.

We have drawn the contributions to B´NM and NM
rB` respectively in

Figures 17 and 18. Observe that B
´
1 NM has two kinds of contributions, de-

pending on whether the (green) δC operation collides with NM or not. If
they don’t, their positions can be exchanged, and these contributions will
cancel in pairs with those of NM

rB
`
1 . Putting altogether all the other contri-

butions, removing the green vertical lines and dualizing the remaining green
strands, one recognizes the A8-relations for M . The claim follows.

□

We can then define the Tate complex as the ΩC dg-module:

(2.36) C8
A pMq “ ConepNM q.
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Figure 17. The contributions to B´NM .

Figure 18. The contributions to NM
rB`.

3. The A8-algebra and module structures in Morse theory

3.1. Abstract trees. We now recall some definitions on trees, and set our
notation and terminology.

Definition 3.1. By a tree τ we will mean what is usually called a rooted
ribbon tree, consisting in:

‚ A finite set of vertices Vertpτq,
‚ A finite set of edges of three kinds: internal edges, leaves, and (ex-

actly one) root rτ . Leaves and roots are also referred to as external,
or semi-infinite edges.

(3.1) Edgespτq “ IntEdpτq Y Leavespτq Y Rootpτq.

The set of leaves is supposed to be ordered (corresponding to the
ribbon condition).

‚ Source and Target maps. Internal edges have a source and a target:

(3.2) s, t : IntEdpτq Ñ Vertpτq.

Leaves have a target and no source:

(3.3) t : Leavespτq Ñ Vertpτq.

And the root has a source and no target (the root vertex vτ “ sprτ q)

(3.4) s : Rootpτq Ñ Vertpτq.

These are such that:
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‚ There are no cycles (i.e. a cyclic sequence of internal edges e1, . . . , ek
with tpeiq “ spei`1q and tpekq “ spe1q).

‚ Each vertex is the source of exactly one edge, and the target of at
least two edges. We will denote Inpvq and Outpvq the sets of incoming
and outgoing edges. Outpvq consists in one element. The arity of v is
the number of incoming edges arpvq “ #Inpvq ě 2, and the valency
valpvq “ 1 ` arpvq the number of adjascent edges. We say that a
tree is trivalent if valpvq “ 3 for each v.

‚ The order on Leavespτq defines an order on each Inpvq in the following
way: if γ and γ1 are two paths going from leaves l, l1 to e, e1 P Inpvq,
then we order e and e1 the same way as l, l1 (i.e. we want this order
to be independent on the choices of the “ancestors” l, l1 of e, e1).

Definition 3.2. For n ě 2, let κn denote the set of isomorphism classes of
trees with n inputs. Here we use the obvious isomorphism notion: bijections
on vertices and edges preserving the order on leaves. This is the same as the
set of n-bracketings.

Definition 3.3. A metric tree T “ pτ, lq consists in a tree τ , with a length
function on the set of internal edges:

(3.5) l : IntEdpτq Ñ r0,`8q

We will regard metric trees modulo equivalence.

Definition 3.4. Define the equivalence relation on metric trees generated
by either:

‚ If τ » τ 1 and under this identification l » l1, then we declare pτ, lq „

pτ, lq.
‚ If τ P κn and e P IntEdpτq, let τpeq consist in the tree obtained from
τ by collapsing e (i.e. by removing e and merging speq and tpeq). If
lpeq “ 0, then we declare T “ pτ, lq to be equivalent to T 1 “ pτpeq, l1q,
with l1 “ l on IntEdpτ 1q “ IntEdpτqzteu.

We say that T is irreducible if lpeq ą 0 for every edge. Each metric tree can
be put in a unique irreducible form.

Definition 3.5. The space Kn of equivalence classes of metric trees with n
leaves is the (interior of the) associahedron.

If τ P κn, let

(3.6) Kτ
n » r0,`8qIntEdpτq Ă Kn

correspond to metric trees with given type τ . These form a stratification of
Kn, each strata Kτ

n has codimension given by

(3.7) codimτ :“
ÿ

vPVertpτq

valpvq ´ 3.

Define κkn Ă κn to consist in trees of codimension k. We will mostly be
interested in the codimension zero and one strata:

‚ codimτ “ 0 corresponds to trivalent trees, then we will refer to Kτ
n

as a chamber.
‚ codimτ “ 1 corresponds to exactly one 4-valent vertex, and trivalent

remaining vertices, then we will refer to Kτ
n as a wall.
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3.2. Multiplicative trees and the A8-algebra structure on CM˚pGq.
Let G be a compact Lie group, and fix a Morse function f : G Ñ R.

We will define the moduli spaces involved in the definition of the A8-
algebra structure on CM˚pG, fq.

Let XpGq be the space of vector fields on G, and XpG, fq Ă XpGq the
spaces of pseudo-gradients for f , i.e. those V P XpGq such that df.V ă 0
outside Critf , and such that V is a gradient of f for some metric, in a
neighborhood of critical points.

We will consider moduli spaces of trees of gradient flow lines. In order for
these to be transversally cut out, we will need to allow the vector fields not to
be pseudo-gradients everywhere, as trees could have constant edges at critical
points. We will perturb the vector fields near the vertices, as in Abouzaid
[Abo11]. In order to perturb families consistently, the perturbations will
be defined on the “universal tree”, analogously to Seidel’s construction for
Fukaya categories [Sei08, Section 9].

Figure 19. The universal tree T4.

Definition 3.6. Let τ P κn, and e an internal edge. Define the fibered
product

(3.8) Te “ Kτ
n ˆr0,`8q T,

where Kτ
n Ñ r0,`8q corresponds to the length of e, and

(3.9) T “ tpx, yq : 0 ď y ď xu ,

with T Ñ r0,`8q the projection to the first coordinate. The space Te
“fibers” over Kτ

n, and the fiber over pτ, lq corresponds to the interval r0, lpeqs.
If now e is a leaf of τ , let

(3.10) Te “ Kτ
n ˆ p´8, 0s,

and likewise, if e is a root,

(3.11) Te “ Kτ
n ˆ r0,`8q.

Define then the universal tree over Kτ
n to be

(3.12) T τ
n “

ž

ePEdgespτq

Te,
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and finally the universal tree over Kn

(3.13) Tn “

˜

ž

τPκn

T τ
n

¸

{ „,

where if a metric tree pτ, lq has an edge e with lpeq “ 0, and pτ 1 “ τpeq, l1q is
its contraction, then we glue the fibre

´

T τ 1

n

¯

pτ 1,l1q
to pT τ

n qpτ,lq.

Let also Tn,ď1, Tn,ě1 Ă Tn stand respectively for the points at distance
smaller than 1 (resp. greater than 1) from the vertices.

Let T “
š

ně2 Tn, with subsets Tě1 and Tď1.

Definition 3.7. Let the space of universally perturbed treed pseudogradients
for pG, fq

(3.14) XT pG, fq Ă Maps pT ,XpGqq

consist in smooth maps V that are:
(1) constant on Tě1 and equal to a pseudo-gradient pV P XpG, fq

(2) coherent with respect to edge breaking, in the following sense. If
τ P κn and E Ă IntEdpτq is a subset of internal edges splitting τ into
subtrees

(3.15) τ1 P κn1 , . . . , τk P κnk
,

then gluing metric trees at edges of E gives gluing maps, for L ě 2:

(3.16) Kn1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Knk
ˆ rL,`8q|E| Ñ Kn

Let νL stand for the image of this map, then restricted to this image, there
is a map

(3.17) Tn,ď1|νL
Ñ Tn1,ď1 \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ Tnk,ď1

and we want that V factors through this map for L large enough.
XT pG, fq is nonempty (it contains XpG, fq) and convex, and is equipped

with a projection to the constant part:

XT pG, fq Ñ XpG, fq,(3.18)

V ÞÑ pV .(3.19)

Definition 3.8. Pick V P XT pG, fq, and let T “ pτ, lq be a metric tree.
With a slight abuse of notations we will denote the fibre of T over T by T
as well, and we will write it as a union of intervals

(3.20) T “
ž

ePEdgespT q

Ie,

with

(3.21) Ie “

$

’

&

’

%

p´8, 0s if e is a leaf,
r0, lpeqs if e is an internal edge,
r0,`8q if e is the root.

Restricting V to T then gives a map VT : T Ñ XpGq.
A multiplicative tree in G is a map γ : T Ñ G such that:
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‚ on each edge Ie, the restriction γe of γ is a flowline for VT .
‚ at every vertex v, the multiplicative condition holds. Assume that

the incoming edges at v are given in the following order:

(3.22) Inpvq “ pe1, . . . , ekq,

and let f be the outgoing edge. The condition is that

(3.23) γe1pvq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ γekpvq “ γf pvq,

where γepvq stands for γptq, with t the endpoint of Ie corresponding
to v.

Since the γe are flowlines, limits at external ends exist and are critical
points. If, as an ordered set, Leavespτq “ pl1, . . . , lnq, let

(3.24) lim
´8

γ “ plim
´8

γl1 , . . . , lim
´8

γlnq P pCritfqn,

and let

(3.25) lim
`8

γ “ lim
`8

γrτ P Critf,

with rτ the root.

We want to form moduli spaces of trees parametrized by Kn: we first
define moduli spaces over the chambers Kτ

n; τ P κ0n, and glue these along
the walls Kτ

n; τ P κ1n.

Definition 3.9. Let x P pCritfqn, y P Critf , τ P κn and V P XT pG, fq,
define
(3.26)

Mτ px, y;V q “

"

pT, γq : T P Kτ
n, γ : T Ñ G, x “ lim

´8
γ, y “ lim

`8
γ

*

,

where γ is a multiplicative tree for V as above. Let its virtual dimension be
defined as:

(3.27) vdim Mτ px, y;V q :“ |x| ´ |y| ` dim τ,

where |y| and |x| stand for the (sum of) Morse indices.

Proposition 3.10. Given τ P κn, there exists a comeagre subset

(3.28) XT
reg,τ pG, fq Ă XT pG, fq

such that, for V P XT
reg,τ pG, fq:

‚ if vdim Mτ px, y;V q ă 0, then Mτ px, y;V q is empty,
‚ if vdim Mτ px, y;V q “ 0, then Mτ px, y;V q is a discrete finite set,
‚ if vdim Mτ px, y;V q “ 1, then Mτ px, y;V q is a smooth 1-manifold

with boundary identified to

(3.29) BMτ px, y;V q »
ď

ePIntEdpτq

Mτpeqpx, y;V τpeqq,

with V τpeq obtained from V by removing Ve (recall that τpeq consists
in the tree obtained from τ by collapsing e).
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Proof. The proof involves a standard transversality argument that we sketch
below for the reader’s convenience, and refer for example to [ADE14] and
[Abo11, Sec. 7] for more details.

The universal moduli space
Ť

V Mτ px, y;V q corresponds to the zero set
of a section s of a Banach bundle

(3.30) E Ñ B ˆ XT pG, fq,

where B is a space of multiplicative trees not subjects to the flowline equa-
tion, and spγ, V q “ 9γ ´ V pγq is the flowline equation.

To prove this universal moduli space is smooth, one takes η in the cokernel
of Dpγ,V qs: for all pξ, Y q P TγB ˆ TV X

T pG, fq one has
B

Bs

Bγ
.ξ, η

F

“ 0(3.31)
B

Bs

BV
.Y, η

F

“ 0(3.32)

Equation (3.31) implies that η satisfies a unique continuation principle, and
Equation (3.32) with Y “bump vector fields” concentrated at points of Tď1

permits to show that vanishes on Tď1, which intersect every connected com-
ponents of the domain of η, implying η “ 0. Notice that by definition of
XT pG, fq, V need not be a pseudogradient on Tď1. This is what enables
one to take such “bump vector fields” Y , this would not have been possi-
ble otherwise, in the case where γ has a constant component at a critical
point of f . From the smoothness of this universal moduli space, one gets a
comeagre subset of regular V for which Mτ px, y;V q is transversely cut out,
by Sard-Smale’s theorem.

What differs from Fukaya’s Morse flow trees though is the dimension
formula, the difference comes from the fact that we use different vertex
conditions: for trivalent vertices our condition involves only one equation
(γ1pvqγ2pvq “ γ3pvq ) as opposed to two (γ1 “ γ2 “ γ3). Therefore we
explain how to obtain it.

The moduli spaces project to Kτ
n, therefore the virtual dimension is the

sum of dimKτ
n and the dimension of the fibre. Take the fiber over the center

of Kn, i.e. pτ, lq with l ” 0. If V is a constant pseudogradient, the moduli
space is identified with the intersection

(3.33) ppUx1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Uxnq X Sy Ă G,

where p : Gn Ñ G is the product ppg1, . . . , gnq “ g1 ¨ ¨ ¨ gn and Ux,Sx stand
respectively for the unstable and stable manifolds of a critical point x. Now
generically ppUx1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆUxnq will be of dimension |x| and Sy of codimension
|y|, therefore the expected dimension of the fiber will be |x| ´ |y|.

Finally, we discuss the boundary formula (3.29), namely:

BMτ px, y;V q »
ď

ePIntEdpτq

Mτpeqpx, y;V τpeqq,

Observe first that boundary elements of BMτ px, y;V q project to boundary
faces of Kτ

n, i.e. with an edge of length lpeq “ 0. The corresponding interval
Ie is then reduced to a point, and forgetting the value of γ at that point
gives the corresponding element of Mτpeqpx, y;V τpeqq. Conversely, given an
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element of Mτpeqpx, y;V τpeqq, the multiplicative condition at vertices (3.23)
uniquely determines the value of γ at Ie. □

The boundary formula (3.29) reads as the boundary of a moduli space de-
fined over a chamber of Kn corresponds to the union of the moduli spaces over
the boundary walls of that given chamber. Therefore, adjascent chambers
can be glued along their common wall1, and when glueing all the chambers
together, one obtains a manifold without boundary.

Definition 3.11. Let

(3.34) XT
regpG, fq :“

č

n,τPκn

XT
reg,τ pG, fq Ă XT pG, fq.

Define for V P XT
regpG, fq and x “ px1, . . . , xnq, y critical points such that

vdimpx, yq “ |x| ´ |y| ` n ´ 2 either equals zero or one,

(3.35) Mpx, y;V q “
ď

τPκ0
n

Mτ px, y;V q,

where for vdimpx, yq “ 0 this is a disjoint union of finite sets, and for
vdimpx, yq “ 1 the union is understood as a glueing along boundaries: if
σ P κ1n, there is exactly two τ, τ 1 P κ0n such that σ “ τpeq “ τ 1pe1q, we then
glue Mτ px, y;V q and Mτ 1

px, y;V q along the common part of their boundary
Mσpx, y;V q.

If n “ 1, let Mpx, y;V q be the space of Morse trajectories for pV involved
in the Morse differential (i.e. the quotient by R of the space of flowlines).

Proposition 3.12. If vdimpx, yq “ 1, then Mpx, y;V q can be compactified
to a compact 1-manifold with boundary Mpx, y;V q, with boundary given by:

(3.36) BMpx, y;V q “
ď

z; 1ďiďjďn

Mpx1, z;V q ˆ Mpx2, y;V q,

where (see Figure 20): x1 “ pxi, xi`1, . . . , xjq, z P Critf is such that vdimpx1, zq “

0, and x2 “ px1, . . . , xi´1, z, xj`1 . . . , xnq (and therefore vdimpx2, yq “ 0).

Figure 20. Tree breaking.

1The key property that allows this is associativity of the multiplication, which we
implicitly use when writing (3.23).
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Proof. These correspond to trees breaking either at internal or external
edges. □

We are now ready to define the A8-algebra structure on the Morse com-
plex of G.

Definition 3.13. Let A “ CM˚pG, fq, and V P XT
regpG, fq. Define for all

n ě 1, an operation µn
A : Abn Ñ A by:

(3.37) µn
Apxq “

ÿ

y; vdimpx,yq“0

#Mpx, y;V q ¨ y

It follows from Proposition 3.12 that the µn
A satisfy the A8-relations, there-

fore pA, tµn
Aunq is an A8-algebra.

Remark 3.14. Even though we omit it in the notations, the maps µn
A depend

on the perturbation V . One can show, following [Maz22], that different
choices of perturbations and Morse functions will yield homotopy equivalent
A8-algebras.

3.3. The A8-module structure on CM˚pXq. Let now G act on a closed
smooth manifold X, and h : X Ñ R a Morse function. We now want to en-
dow CMpX,hq with an A8-module structure over the previously constructed
A8-algebra CMpG, fq. The construction will be analogous, except that we
will be counting multiplicative trees with edges both in G and X. We now
do the few adjustments in order to do so.

Definition 3.15 (Left and top-right parts of a tree, see Figure 21). For a
tree τ P κn, let

(3.38) TopRightEdpτq Ă Edgespτq

stand for the maximal leaf (i.e. the maximal element of the ordered set
Leavespτq) and all its descendents, all the way down to the root. Let also

(3.39) LeftEdpτq “ EdgespτqzTopRightEdpτq.

Let also LeftEdpT q and TopRightEdpT q stand for the corresponding sub-
sets of the universal tree T .

Figure 21. We have drawn a tree τ with LeftEdpτq in red,
and TopRightEdpτq in blue.

The sides LeftEdpT q and TopRightEdpT q will be mapped respectively
to G and X. In order to define the moduli spaces of these corresponding
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multiplicative trees, let us introduce the relevant space of perturbations,
analogous to Definition 3.7.

Definition 3.16. Fix a V P XT
regpG, fq, and let

(3.40) XT pG, f, V ;X,hq Ă Maps pT ,XpGq \ XpXqq

consist in smooth maps W that:
(1) map LeftEdpT q to XpGq and TopRightEdpT q to XpXq,
(2) are locally constant on Tě1 and equal to either pV P XpG, fq or some

pseudo-gradient xW P XpX,hq

(3) are coherent with respect to edge breaking, in the following sense. If
τ P κn and E Ă IntEdpτq is a subset of internal edges splitting τ into
subtrees

(3.41) τ1 P κn1 , . . . , τk P κnk
,

then gluing metric trees at edges of E gives gluing maps, for L ě 2:

(3.42) Kn1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Knk
ˆ rL,`8q|E| Ñ Kn

Let νL stand for the image of this map, then restricted to this image, there
is a map

(3.43) Tn,ď1|νL
Ñ Tn1,ď1 \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ Tnk,ď1

and we want that W factors through this map for L large enough. Here, we
map Tn1,ď1 \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ Tnk,ď1 to XpGq \ XpXq by either W or V , depending on
whether the corresponding subtrees intersect TopRightEdpT q or not.

Just as for XT pG, fq, the space XT pG, f, V ;X,hq is nonempty and convex,
and is equipped with a projection to the constant part in X:

XT pG, f, V ;X,hq Ñ XpX,hq,(3.44)

W ÞÑ xW.(3.45)

Definition 3.17. Pick W P XT pG, f, V ;X,hq, and let T “ pτ, lq be a metric
tree, written as before T “

š

ePEdgespT q Ie.
Restricting W to T then gives a map WT : T Ñ XpGq \ XpXq.
A multiplicative tree in pG,Xq is a map γ : T Ñ G \ X such that:

‚ it maps LeftEdpT q to G and TopRightEdpT q to X,
‚ on each edge Ie, the restriction γe of γ is a flowline for WT .
‚ at every vertex v, the multiplicative condition holds. Assume that

the incoming edges at v are given in the following order:

(3.46) Inpvq “ pe1, . . . , ekq,

and let f be the outgoing edge. The condition is that

(3.47) γe1pvq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ γekpvq “ γf pvq,

where γepvq stands for γptq, with t the endpoint of Ie corresponding
to v. Here, the last ˆ either stands for the group multiplication
G ˆ G Ñ G or the action map G ˆ X Ñ X.
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As before, if, as an ordered set, Leavespτq “ pl1, . . . , lnq, let

(3.48) lim
´8

γ “ plim
´8

γl1 , . . . , lim
´8

γlnq P pCritfqn´1 ˆ Crith,

and let

(3.49) lim
`8

γ “ lim
`8

γrτ P Crith,

with rτ the root.

Just as for the A8-structure on CM˚pGq, for x P pCritfqn´1 ˆ Crith
and y P Crith, one can define moduli spaces Mpx, y;V,W q of multiplicative
trees in pG,Xq with limits x and y at ˘8. For W in a comeagre subset
XT
regpG, f, V ;X,hq Ă XT pG, f, V ;X,hq, this space is smooth of dimension

|x| ´ |y| `n´ 2. When of dimension 0 it is compact, and when of dimension
1, it can be compactified to Mpx, y;V,W q, with boundary

BMpx, y;V,W q “
ď

zPCrith; 1ďiďj“n

Mpx1, z;V,W q ˆ Mpx2, y;V,W q,(3.50)

Y
ď

zPCritf ; 1ďiďjăn

Mpx1, z;V q ˆ Mpx2, y;V,W q,

where (see Figure 20): x1 “ pxi, xi`1, . . . , xjq, z is such that vdimpx1, zq “ 0,
and x2 “ px1, . . . , xi´1, z, xj`1 . . . , xnq (and therefore vdimpx2, yq “ 0).

Then, with A “ CM˚pG, fq and M “ CM˚pX,hq, the zero-dimensional
moduli spaces define maps

(3.51) µ
n|1
M : Abn b M Ñ M,

and equation 3.50 shows that these are A8-module structure maps.

4. The A8-module structure on the Floer complex

4.1. Geometric setting. We will be working in the setting below, similar
with [HLS20b, Hyp. 3.1] elegant assumptions (contain bot the exact and
monotone setting), except that we want our group G compact.

Assumption 4.1. Let:
‚ G be a compact Lie group,
‚ pM,ωq be a symplectic manifold, on which G acts by symplectomor-

phisms,
‚ L0, L1 Ă M be a pair of Lagrangians invariant by the G-action.

Such that:
‚ Any loop of paths from L0 to L1

(4.1) u : pS1 ˆ r0, 1s;S1 ˆ t0u , S1 ˆ t1uq Ñ pM ;L0, L1q

has zero area and Maslov index.
‚ M is either compact or convex at infinity, for some fixed almost com-

plex structure.
‚ L0 and L1 are either compact of cylindrical and disjoint at infinity.

As usual, we will need to use Hamiltonian perturbations and perturb al-
most complex structures to achieve transversality, we now define the relevant
spaces of perturbations.
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Definition 4.2. Let HtpMq denote the space of smooth maps

(4.2) H : r0, 1s ˆ M Ñ R
with compact support. For such maps, let ϕt

H : M Ñ M denote their associ-
ated Hamiltonian symplectomorphism, i.e. the time t flow of their symplectic
gradient.

Let J pMq stand for the space of ω-compatible almost complex structures,
and JtpMq “ C8pr0, 1s,J pMqq.

Given L0, L1, a pair F “ pHt, Jtq P HtpMq ˆ JtpMq such that ϕ1
Ht

pL0q

and L1 intersect transversely a Floer datum.
For such datum, let IHtpL0, L1q (or sometimes IF pL0, L1q ) denote the set

of Ht-perturbed intersection points, i.e. Hamiltonian chords x : r0, 1s Ñ M
of the symplectic gradient XHt with xp0q P L0 and xp1q P L1. These are in
one to one correspondence with ϕ1

Ht
pLN

0 q X LN
1 .

Let Z “ ts` it : 0 ď t ď 1u Ă C be the strip, with its two boundary com-
ponents B0Z “ tt “ 0u, B1Z “ tt “ 1u. For F “ pHt, Jtq P HtpMq ˆ JtpMq

and x, y P IHtpL0, L1q, let ĂMpx, y;Fq be the moduli space of perturbed
Jt-holomorphic strips

(4.3) u : Z Ñ M

satisfying the Floer equation

(4.4) Bsu ` JtpBtu ´ XHtq “ 0,

the Larangian boundary conditions u|B0Z Ă L0, u|B1Z Ă L1, and asymptotic
to x and y when s Ñ ´8 and s Ñ `8 respectively. Let then Mpx, y;Fq

be its quotient by R (modulo translations in the s-direction).
For i P Z, let ĂMpx, y;Fqi and Mpx, y;Fqi denote the subsets of curves

with Maslov index Ipuq “ i ` 1.

Proposition 4.3. Assume that pM ;L0, L1q satisfy the above assumptions.
There exists a comeagre subset

(4.5) HJ reg
t pMq Ă HJtpMq :“ HtpMq ˆ JtpMq

of regular peturbations such that, for F “ pHt, Jtq P HJ reg
t pMq, ϕ1

Ht
pL0q

intersects L1 transversely; ĂMpx, y;Fqi and Mpx, y;Fqi are smooth of di-
mension i` 1 and i respectively. When i “ 0, Mpx, y;Fq0 is a finite set. In
this case, define

(4.6) CF pM ;L0, L1;Fq “
à

xPIpL0,L1;Htq

Z2 x,

with differential B “ µ0|1 defined by

(4.7) Bx “
ÿ

yPIF pL0,L1q

#Mpx, y;Fq0 y.

Now we define the space of perturbations for hybrid trees, analogous to
XT pG, f, V ;X,hq in Definition 3.16.

Definition 4.4. Fix a V P XT
regpG, fq, and let

(4.8) PertT pG, f, V ;L0, L1q Ă Maps pT ,XpGq \ pHJtpMqqq

consist in smooth maps P that:
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(1) map LeftEdpT q to XpGq and TopRightEdpT q to HJtpMq,
(2) are locally constant on Tě1 and equal to either pV P XpG, fq or some

pair pP P HJtpMq

(3) are coherent with respect to edge breaking, in the following sense. If
τ P κn and E Ă IntEdpτq is a subset of internal edges splitting τ into
subtrees

(4.9) τ1 P κn1 , . . . , τk P κnk
,

then gluing metric trees at edges of E gives gluing maps, for L ě 2:

(4.10) Kn1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Knk
ˆ rL,`8q|E| Ñ Kn

Let νL stand for the image of this map, then restricted to this image, there
is a map

(4.11) Tn,ď1|νL
Ñ Tn1,ď1 \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ Tnk,ď1

and we want that P factors through this map for L large enough. Here, we
map Tn1,ď1 \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ Tnk,ď1 to XpGq \ HJtpMq by either P or V , depending
on whether the corresponding subtrees intersect TopRightEdpT q or not.

Just as for XT pG, fq, the space PertT pG, f, V ;L0, L1q is nonempty and
convex, and is equipped with a projection to the constant part in X:

PertT pG, f, V ;L0, L1q Ñ HJtpMq,(4.12)

P ÞÑ pP .(4.13)

Alternatively, one can think about perturbations of PertT pG, f, V ;L0, L1q

as maps hT Ñ XpGq \ pHpMq ˆ J pMqq, with

(4.14) hT “ LeftEdpT q Y TopRightEdpT q ˆ r0, 1s

the universal hybrid tree.
If T “ pτ, lq is a metric tree, recall that we still denot by T the fibre of T

at T :

(4.15) T “
ž

ePEdgespT q

Ie.

Likewise, let hT stand for the fibre of hT at T :

(4.16) hT “
ž

ePLeftEdpT q

Ie \
ž

ePTopRightEdpT q

Ie ˆ r0, 1s.

Definition 4.5. Pick P P PertT pG, f, V ;L0, L1q, and let T “ pτ, lq be a
metric tree.

Restricting P to hT then gives a map PT : hT Ñ XpGq \ HJ pMq.
A hybrid tree in pG;M,L0, L1q is a pair of maps

γ : LeftEdpT q Ñ G,(4.17)
u : TopRightEdpT q ˆ r0, 1s Ñ pM ;L0, L1q,(4.18)

(which we will write as pγ, uq : hT Ñ G \ M) such that:
‚ on each left edge Ie, the restriction γe of γ is a flowline for PT .
‚ on each top-right strip Ze “ Ieˆr0, 1s, the restriction ue of u statisfies

the Floer equation for PT .
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‚ at every “left vertex” (i.e. those only touching flowlines LeftEdpT q),
the usual multiplicative condition holds.

‚ at every “top-right vertex” v (i.e. the ones touching top-right strips),
with the incoming edges at v:

(4.19) Inpvq “ pe1, . . . , ekq,

and f the outgoing edge, we have:

(4.20) @t P r0, 1s, γe1pvq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ uekpv, tq “ uf pv, tq.

If, as an ordered set, Leavespτq “ pl1, . . . , lnq, let

(4.21) lim
´8

γ “ plim
´8

γl1 , . . . , lim
´8

ulnq P pCritfqn´1 ˆ I
pP
pL0, L1q,

and let

(4.22) lim
`8

γ “ lim
`8

urτ P I
pP
pL0, L1q,

with rτ the root.

For x P pCritfqn´1ˆI
pP
pL0, L1q and y P I

pP
pL0, L1q, one can define moduli

spaces Mpx, y;V, P q of hybrid trees in pG;M,L0, L1q with limits x and y at
˘8.

These are solutions of a Fredholm problem, and we denote Mpx, y;V, P qi
those of virtual dimension i (i.e. of Fredholm index i, except for the case of
strips, where there is an additional quotient by R, in which case the (Maslov)
Fredholm index is i ` 1).

For P in a comeagre subset

(4.23) PertTregpG, f, V ;L0, L1q Ă PertT pG, f, V ;L0, L1q,

this space is smooth of dimension given by its Fredholm index. When of
dimension 0 it is compact, and when of dimension 1, it can be compactified
to Mpx, y;V, P q, with boundary

BMpx, y;V, P q “
ď

zPI
pP

pL0,L1q; 1ďiďj“n

Mpx1, z;V, P q ˆ Mpx2, y;V, P q,

(4.24)

Y
ď

zPCritf ; 1ďiďjăn

Mpx1, z;V q ˆ Mpx2, y;V, P q,

where (see Figure 20):
‚ x1 “ pxi, xi`1, . . . , xjq, z is such that vdimpx1, zq “ 0,
‚ x2 “ px1, . . . , xi´1, z, xj`1 . . . , xnq (and therefore vdimpx2, yq “ 0).

In addition to sphere and disk bubbling (ruled out by our assumptions),
another kind of bubble can possibly develop when energy concentrates at a
seam point, while simultaneously a strip length goes to zero, see Figure 22.
From Bottman’s removal of singularity theroem [Bot14], this will either be
a figure 8 bubble, or possibly its disc counterpart. In either cases, if one
denotes pb0, b1, b2q the three components of the bubble, and g0, g1 the values
of γ0, γ1 at the limit, then pb0, g0 ¨ b1, g0 ¨ g1 ¨ b2q will be an actual sphere or
disc in M . From our assumptions, it will have to be constant.
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Figure 22. Figure 8 sphere and disc bubling.

Then, with A “ CM˚pG, fq and M “ CF pL0, L1; pP q, the zero-dimensional
moduli spaces define maps

(4.25) µ
n|1
M : Abn b M Ñ M,

and equation 4.24 shows that these are A8-module structure maps.
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